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t4 Humpty Dumpty, King's Horsemen, and Chorus

by JILL arid MICHAEL GALLINA

Driving rock tempo () = ca. 1,32)
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I st verse:CHORUS
2nd verse: HUMPTY DUMPTY

Sprtken *f

His name is Hump - tY,

My name is Hump - tY,

Hump - ty Dump - ty, that's what we said!

sat up on a real - lY tall wall.

Hump -ty DutnP - tY

Hump-ty DumP-tY

His name is HumP - tY,

My name is HumP - tY,

Yes,
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Hump- ty
Hump- ty
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what we

off the

(to beginnittg)

said!

wall!
(to beginning)

Dump - tY

DumP - tY

A fun - nY guy who's

I took a real - lY

shaped like an egg,

ter - ri - bte fall,

that's

right

ALL

And then all the King's hors - es'
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to - geth- er a - gain' Oh no
could - n't Put Poor HumP - tY

all the King's men,

e
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could - n't Put Poor HumP - tY to

all the King's men,
All the King's hors- es,
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Spoken

geth-er a-gain. He leaned to the left,
jumped up and down,

he leaned to the right.

he hopped on one leg.

He

oh,

25 2.

wig - gled and he

was - n't that a

jig - gled with- all of his might.

sra - zy thing to

He

do for an egg? He leaned

28

o - ver the edge and, as we re - call, that's what caused the egg to take that

3r

shat - ter - ing fall! And then
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all the King's hors - es, all the King's men, could - n't put poor HumP - tY tLr
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geth - er a - gain. Oh no! All the King's hors - es, all the King's lrlen,

could - n't put poor Hump - ty to - geth - er a

f
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on a rol ll

off a wall.

here today
story, we're sorry to saYl

he's in an omelet or a souffl6,
you' ll find this guy at every breakfast buffet

Humpty DumPtY sat on a wall,

Humpty DumPtY had a great fall'

All the King's horses and all the King's men

couldn't put Humpty together againl

I was a really good egg, l'm sure you know that'

Everything was great until I fell and went splat'

So listen, my friends, very carefully,

and find out if my story's all it's cracked up to be

Second Small
Group Unison:

Narrator #7: That's his storY, sad but truel
Now, here's the version that we'd like to dol
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Old King Cole:

Narrator #5:

Narrator #6:

HumptY DumPtY:
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